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IAbstract
Design is an important but little understood intelligent activity. Conceptual design is the transformation of functional
specifications to an initial concept of an artifact that achieves
them. Humandesigners rely heavily on the use of sketches,
which can be thought of as qualitative models of a device. An
appealing model of conceptual design is that of a mapping
from qualitative functional specifications to a corresponding
qualitative object model.
As a case study, I have investigated this modelfor the conceptual design of part shapes in elementary mechanisms, such
as ratchets or gears. I present a qualitative modelling forrealism for mechanical function, the place vocabulary, and for
shape, the metric diagram. I showthat qualitative functional
attributes can not be mapped into corresponding qualitative
attributes of a device that achieves them, and consequently
that qualitative function can not be computed based solely
on a qualitative object model. Only a significantly
weaker
functional model, kinematic topology, can be derived based
on qualitative object models alone.
This result means that at least in mechanical design,
sketches do not represent a single qualitative model, but must
be interpreted aa a set of possible precise models. Eachstep in
the design process then refers to a particular precise model in
this set. This novel interpretation of the use of sketches suggests alternatives to the popular model of conceptual design Figure 1: Ezamples of higher kinematic pairs: a ratchet and
a clock escapement.
aa a symbolic mappingof functional into object attributes.

1

Introduction

triguing sub-problem: the analysis and design of higher kinematic pairs, often called elementary mechanisms. A higher
Designing an artifact is a complexintellectual process of much kinematic pair consists of two parts which achieve a kineinterest to AI researchers. Most research in intelligent CAD matic function by interaction of their shapes. This class consystems has focussed on detail design, the adaption of an ini- tains most of the "interresting" kinematic interactions, such
tial concept to precise specifications. Little is knownabout aa ratchets, escapements or gearwheels, aa shown in the exthe process of conceptual design, the transition between func- amples of Figure 1. Important properties of kinematic pairs
tional specification and concept of an artifact that achieves are that each object has one degree of freedom (rotation or
it. As the concept of the artifact is only vaguely defined, translation) only, and that their interaction can be modelled
conceptual design heavily involves qualitative reasoning and in two dimensions. The domainof kinematic pairs is ideal for
representations.
studying design methodologies and representations because it
is very rich in possible designs, but is also contained enough
Elementary Mechanism Design I am investigating
the so that it can be treated in isolation without the need for
problemof conceptual design for a specific and particularly in- extensive assumptions.
1 A complete version of thll paper appeared in the Proceedinp of
the First International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Design,
Butterworth Publishers, 1991.
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Models of the Conceptual Design Process Design is
¯ a mappingof functional specifications to an actual physical

device.
A function
of a mechanism
is itsbehavior
in a particular
environment:
a ratchet
blocksa particular
rotation,
a Peaucellier
devicetransforms
circular
motionof onepoint
intostraight
linemotion
of another.
A functional
specificationis a condition
on a function
of thedevice.
A numerically
precise
specification
ofallfunctions
ofa device
isoften
overly
restrictive,
andit wouldbe purecoincidence
ifthereactually
existeda mechanism
whichsatisfies
them.In practice,
the
functional
specifications
areintentionally
vague:
theyadmit
a wholerangeof numerical
valuesforfunctional
properties.
In orderto exploit
thepossibilities
admitted
by thisvagueness,it mustbe represented
in thefunctional
specification,
usinga qualitatiue
functional
model.
Thisfunctional
modelis
provided by formalisms suchaa place vocabularies ( [4, 9]),
a qualitative functional modelling language for elementary
mechanisms.
What is a qualitative
representation?
Aa there is no
generally agreed on definition of what makes a model "qualitative, ~ it is necessary to define the term for the purposes of
this paper. The word "qualitative" is derived from "quality",
which is a synonymof "property ~. Consequently, a qualitative model is composedof properties of the modelled domain,
represented aa predicates in first-order logic. Moreprecisely,
a qualitative modelis

rotating(lever)
ro .turin.

~"/....----~~

g(wheel)/~

Figure 2: Ezample of a sketch of a ratchet. Note that
the sketch correctly models the discontinuities of the shapes
(marked by circles) and the types of boundaries between them.
However, the metric dimension.s are much less precisely defined, leaving open the different interpretationz shown. This
characteristic is shared with the metric diagram.

a model of a systemin first-order predicate logic
where st/mbob correspond to independent entities of
the modelled system, and predicates correspond to
connections between or properties of the symbols.

tions between them. A functional representation that fulfills
these criteria is the place rocabulary ( 2[4, 9]). Each place
is characterized by a particular kind of object contact and
the set of applicable qualitative inference rules between the
dynamic
parameters of the device.The placesare arranged
This definition is consistent with all the major approaches to
in
a
graph,
whoseedgesdefinethepossible
transitions
and
qualitative modelling, in particular it entails compositional
are
labelled
with
the
conditions
on
qualitative
motion
under
and local models (as defined in [2]). Note, however, that
whichthetransitions
canoccur.
models are usually represented using higher-level constructs,
Places
vocabularies
aredescribed
in moredetail
in [9],and
but could be translated into predicate calculus.
moredetails
on theirapplication
to functional
specifications
canbe foundin theunabridged
version
of thispaper([10]).
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Modelling

the Design Object

The model of conceptual design aA a mapping from function to
design object requires first of all a language for qualitatively Whendiscussing concepts, people like to refer to sketches,
specifying function. For many domains, the issue of what which appear to be qualitative representations of some form.
such a language should express is an open problem. For the In fact, designers often insist on using an extra wide pen in
limited domain of elementary mechanisms, however, a clear order to make purposely rough sketches of their initial ideas.
setof requirements
canbe stated.
In thefollowing,
notethat In this section, I develop a qualitative modelling formalism
I usethewordfunction
to meansomething
distinct
fromthe for shape which is designed to capture the information represented in a sketch.
purpose of the device.
In the domainof elementary
mechanisms,
a sketchis a
For expressing qualitative behavior or restrictions on qualrough
drawing
of
the
shapes
of
a
mechanism
which
achieves
itative behavior in a qualitative functional model, a general
a
desired
function.
An
example
of
such
a
sketch
is
shownin
modeling language for qualitative mechanical behavior is necFigure
2.
The
sketch
shows
the
example
of
a
ratchet,
a device
essary. A good qualitative model of behavior is the envisionwhich
blocks
clockwise
rotation
of
the
wheel
(state
shown
in
meat ([3]) of the device. However,the envisionment itself is
the
sketch),
but
allows
counterclockwise
rotation.
The
most
not appropriate for modeling function, aa it cannot express
factaboutthesketch
is thatthewheelaa itis shown
the functional connection between the environmental inputs striking
in
the
sketch
can
not
even
be
turneda fullrotation.
Conand the resulting behavior.
sequently,
the
device
as
shown
in
the
drawing
does
not
even
In general, a complex device has an internal state which
achieve
the
function
of
a
ratchet
that
the
sketch
is
intended
defines the applicable functional connections between inputs
andoutputs.
A formalism
forrepresenting
mechanical
func- 2While %tare" would be a better term, we use S’place" for historical
tionmustrepresent
thedifferent
states
andpossible
transi-reasons, and to avoid con.ruslon with kinematic states.

7O

rotating(lever)

rotating(wheel)
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Figure 3: The metric diagrara for a ratchet mechanism. The
object dimensions are defined as sltmbolic coordinates, which
can then be represented bit qualitative values. The coordinates
of discontinuities are local to the particular object and defined
in polar coordinates.

of qualitative values. I nowshow that there exists no simpler
shape representation which is both sufficient to predict the
different possible object contacts - an important precondition
for any kinematic analysis - and is also qualitative according to the definition in the introduction. The claim follows
from a proof that all of the elements of the metric diagram
are required in any qualitative shape representation powerful
enough for qualitative kinematic analysis.
According to the definition of qualitative, each individual
in a qualitative representation must correspond to an entity
in the real world. Each part of a mechanismmust therefore
be modelled by distinct and independent individuals. The elements of the model of a single part shape can be justified
aa follows. Each discontinuities and edges define the possible
object contacts, and consequently must be explicit elements
of the model. Changing the position of a discontinuity can
make an object contact possible or impossible, and consequently each must be represented individually.
Knowledge
of the distance between objects is required to predict object
contact, and must be a separate quantity because of the independence of object modeis. Finally, annotations are either
shorthand for more complicated expressions (periodicity),
express information required for kinematic analysis (freedom
of motion). I conclude that the metric diagram is a required
part of any shape representation which is to be related to a
model of mechanism kinematics.

to demonstrate! Clearly, understanding of a sketch must involve an interpretation as a desired function, rather than just
a simulation of the device as shown. A theory of how such an
interpretation might be constructed is described later in this
paper.
If a sketch can not be understood as a precise shape representation, what is the information it conveys? Note that a 4
Mapping between Function
and
sketch correctly shows the discontinuities of the shape, aa inArtifact
dicated by the circles in Figure 2, as well as the type of edges
between discontinuities.
The inaccuracies in metric dimensions leave open a range of possible interpretations, some of The purpose of modelling in design is to allow reasoning about
which are also shown in Figure 2. The information contained the relationship between a designed object and its function.
Ideally, this would be accomplished by a direct mapping bein the sketch consists of:
tween attributes of the functional model and attributes of
¯ a graph of discontinuities and edges between them, and the geometric object model. Using the place vocabulary as
a functional model, the following are examples of functional
¯ very approximate metric dimensions of the shape, and
attributes which are of interest in design:
¯ annotations, such as freedom of motion or periodicity of
a shape.
This is the information modelled in the metric diagramof a
shape, shownin the examplein Figure 3. The structure of the
shape is modelled as a graph of vertices and edges between
them, indicated by the drawing of the shape in Figure 3.
In my implementation, edges can be either straight lines or
circular arcs.
Metric dimension parameters are associated with each of
the elements of this structure. They are the positions of the
discontinuities in polar coordinates, the positions of the centers of circular arc edges, and the distances of the objects
in the frame of the mechanism. They can be represented in
quantity spaces, systems of fixed intervals, precise numbers,
or any other representation suitable to express the knowledge
available about them. Annotations to the metric diagram express the freedom of motion of the parts, and the periodicity
of the ratchet wheel.
The metric diagram is a qualitative representation: the
graph modelling the connections can be expressed in predicate
logic, and parameter values can be represented by a fixed set

1. the feasibility of a particular object contact (place).
2. the inference rules which hold in a particular place.
3. the conditions for possible transitions between a pair of
places.
Each of these attributes can be mapped into a condition on
the model of the designed object, as shown in [7, 11]. Figure 4 shows example positions of a ratchet which serve to
illustrate the three types of attributes. The three examples
illustrate a progression of complexity: for the first, the mapping can be based on a purely qualitative model, the second
requires rather precise approximations of the metric dimensions, and the third examplecan in practice only be validated
on a numerically precise model.

4.1 Mapping to a qualitative object model
For an intelligent
CADsystem based on a qualitative object model, it is important to be able to mapthe qualitative
functional attributes into equivalent attributes of the object
model. In this section, we show the attributes in a metric
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Situation A in Figure 4 is representative of the touch between thetipof theleverandthesideof thewheel’s
tooth.
Theplacecorresponding
to thissituation
exists
whenver
the
tipof thelevercantouchsomepointon the edge,so that
(using
thenotation
ofFigure
3 givenearlier)
theattribute
themetricdiagrambecomes:
A
min(ds, de) q- d2 > de,ntnr and

Imaz(ds,de)-d21 < d....
The mapping of this functional predicate into the object
model is thus a linear distance comparison. If the distance
between the centers of rotation, de.,~t~r, is kept constant in
the design problem, it can be expressed as an attribute of the
relative
valuesof theobjectdimensions.
As thesecouldbe
expressed
qualitatively
in a quantity
space([12]),
a purely
qualitative
metricdiagram
is suf[icient
as an objectmodel
whichallowsoneto express
thisattribute.
However,
if the
distance
between
centersof rotation
becomes
variable,
the
quantity
spacerepresentation
becomes
insufficient.
Notealso
thatthechosenmetricdiagram
is optimal
forthiscase:it
onlyinvolves
a single
parameter
foreachobject.

B

Inference rules for a given place: In the situation B in
Figure 4, it might be of interest to knowin which direction
the pawl will turn whenthe wheel is turned counterclockwise.
This depends on the direction of the edge of the lever with
respect to the dashed circle which describes the incremental
c
freedom of motion of the wheel. If the edge "points" to the
inside, as shownin the figure, the lever will turn clockwise,
otherwise, it will turn counterclockwise. The attribute can be
generalized
froma singlecontact
pointto allconfigurations
withthegivencontact,
butforonecontact,
theremaybe up
tothreercglons
withdifferent
inference
rules.
Thefunctional
attributes
arenotsingle
inference
rules,
butthedifferent
combinations
of regions
withdifferent
inference
ruleswhichcan
existforthetypeof contact.
Thecondition
isequivalent
to thesignofa linear
expression
Figure 4: Three different states of a ratchet which illustrate
the three ezample attributes. Deciding whether the contact of the sines and cosines of the rotation angles in the configshown in A is possible amounts to linear distance compar- uration where the points of interest touch. However, these
isons. Determining the inference rule which holds in B re- angles in turn depend on a nonlinear combination of object
([5]).For theexample
B shownin Figure4, the
quires evaluating a complez algebraic ezpression on dimen- dimensions
ruleto be applied
in theplacecontaining
theconsions. Showing that the transition between contacts shown in inference
figuration
where
thetipofthelever
touches
a tipof thewheel
C is actualllt possible requires iterative nurrter/cal analysis.
depends
on thesignof (usingthenotation
of Figure3:
diagram which correspond to the functional attributes
in the three examples of Figure 4.

shown

Feasibility
of an object contact: The functional
attribute of the exJstance of a state where two particular object
parts touch maps into an attribute on the relative dimensions
of the objects. In particular, for two rotating objects such as
in the ratchet example, two object parts with distance dx and
d2 fromtherespective
centers
cantouchwhenever
dl + d2 > dcenter
Idx-dal
< d,,t,,

and

where d~,~t,, is the distance between the centers of rotation
of the two objects.
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This attribute is dependent on nonlinear combinations of distinct parameters of the metric diagram, which furthermore
belong to independent objects. Since qualitative attributes
can not depend on combinations of independent objects, it
is not possible to store its value as part of a qualitative object model, but it must be composed from individual qualitative representations. Only symbolic algebra is sufficient to
do this, and consequently symbolic algebra is also required
to express the attributes corresponding to rules for force and
motion propagation in the metric diagram. As any qualitative shape representation must contain the metric diagram,
and the power to express such attributes makes the metric

diagram non-qualitative, there is no qualitative shape representation that would allow one to ezpress this attribute.

particular way in which the subsumption is achieved by the
object shapes, not a condition for the exlstance of the subsumption in general. For this reason, it turns out to be posConditions for place transition:
Situation C in Figure sible to formulate the conditions for maintaining or achieving
4 shows a configuration where the lever and wheel touch in a particular subsumption in closed form ([11]). Even subtwo different points. This instantaneous situation represents sumptions can be reasoned about if a precise object model is
a transition between two places, called a subsumptio~ The used.
The many advantages offered by precise object representaattribute which states the possibility of this direct transition,
tions
leave open the question of why designers prefer rough
i.e. the exlstance of this subsumption configuration, is an
sketches to precise drawings at the stage of conceptual design.
important element of the functional model of the device.
If we attempt to map this attribute to the object model, I discuss possible explanations in the next section.
represented by a metric diagram, it amounts to the existance
of a configuration which simultaneously satisfies two nonlinear 5
Interpretation
of Sketches
constraint equations. Using symbolic algebra, it is possible
to derive an equivalent condition as the existance of a root The results of the preceeding sections leave open the question
of a six-degree polynomial. By applying algebraic decision why human designers often insist on using sketches. There
methods([I]), it is possible to reduce this to a complexcom- are two possible interpretations of this phenomenon:either
bination of algebraic predicates which express the condition, the sketch represents a single qualitative model, or the sketch
but these are highly nonlinear in the parameters of the met- is a representation of a family of precise models.
ric diagram - so complex that it is impossible to print them
readably on a single page. Besides the fact that the nonlinear
The sketch
as a single
qualitative
model
combination of parameters of independent objects violates the 5.1
condition of compositionailty, the expression of the subsump- As has been shown by the preceeding discussion, interprettion condition is muchtoo complicated to be effectively used ing a sketch as a single qualitative model can not be powfor reasoning.
erful enough to infer qualitative kinematic behavior. HowThe example of subsumptlons points to even deeper prob- ever, a qualitative metric diagram - equivalent to a sketch
lems with the mappingbetween qualitative models of function - is sufficient to predict the ]dnema~ictopolog~.l ([8]) of the
and objects. It is due to the fact that qualitative represen- device. Kinematic topology expresses the topology of the detations are local’, all relations betweenindividual symbolsare vice’s co,figu~tion space, the space spanned by the position
defined and reasoned about individually.
Consequently, in parameters of the mechanism’s parts. For many devices, the
a qualitative analysis of kinematics, each object contact is topology of its configuration space already says a lot about its
reasoned about individually. This fails to take into account function. For example, in a pair of gearwheels, the fact that
interference between object contacts: a particular state may the two gears can only movein coordination can already be
in reality be impossible because it would create an overlap deduced from the fact that the configuration space consists of
of other, not directly related parts of the mechanism. Such several doubly-connected regions which "wrap around~ both
interference can be reliably inferred only from the presence dimensions of configuration space ([8]). On the other hand,
of subsumption configurations - but these attributes in turn topology is too weak for a qualitative simulation of the meshcan not be formalized in a qualitative object model. I con- ing of the gear’s teeth, or the blocking behavior in a ratchet.
clude from these arguments that qualitative object models are
However, even kinematic topology depends crucially on the
almost useless for making even qualitative predictions about existance or absence of global subsumptions, which establish
function.
additional connections between topological primitives and can
have a profound effect on configuration space topology. In
spite of this problem, kinematic topology and the associated
4.2
Mapping to a precise
object
representaprimitive-based representation of object shape are useful for
tion
conceptual design. Because of the high degree of abstracEven though most functional attributes can not be mapped tion, the amount of ambiguity which results when subsumpdirectly into attributes on a qualitative object representation, tion conditions can not be evaluated is manageably low. For
they do define attributes of a precise object representation
example, for a pair of gearwheels described in the primitive
which can be reasoned about. Given a numerically precise
decomposition, there are only five different topologies to be
model of the designed objects, its place vocabulary as a rep- considered ([8]). With only approximate metric information,
resentation of the qualitative function can be computed using such as that provided by a sketch, the analysis of kinematic
the methods described in [9, 5]). Each of the attributes of topology already allows us to predict that the gears either
the place vocabulary can be labelled with the conditions on mesh or jam - a prediction which rules out many other forms
the object representation which are necessary to maintain its of behavior and provides a focus for subsequent detail design.
existance ( [7, II]). For the exlstance of places or inference An analysis at this level also explains how people can pick
rules associated with them, these are the algebraic conditions out the desired function out of the many functions permiton the object dimensions, as shown in the examples given ted by the inaccuracies of a sketch. Furthermore, as shownin
earlier.
[8]), kinematic topology can be computed for any shape which
For reasoning about the existance of a subsumption, it is can be decomposedinto segments of convex and concave curnow sufficient to express the condition for maintaining the vature. To my knowledge, it is the only form of kinematic
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analysis which does not require a precise representation
object shapes.

of having to change the drawing - an important economy when
changes are frequent. Because of the difficulties with kinematic predictions discussed earlier, this latter reason seems
5.2 The sketch as a family of precise models muchmore plausible than the use of a sketch aa a qualitative
shape representation. It is also likely that this modelof the
An important characteristic of a sketch is that its precise di- designer’s use of sketches also holds for other domains, such
mensions often do not represent a correctly functioning de- aa architecture.
vice. The sketch requires an interpretation aa a device with
different precise dimensions in order to support the desired
explanations. More precisely, the sketch defines a metric di- References
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